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Abstract

The primary focus of this project is on developing new approaches

for the hydrogenation of carbon monoxide to produce organic

oxygenates at mild conditions. Our strategies to accomplish CO

reduction are based on the favorable thermodynamics manifested by

rhodium macrocycles for producing a series of intermediates

implicated in the catalytic hydrogenation of CO. Metalloformyl

complexes from reactions of H2 and CO, and CO reductive coupling to

form metallo tx-diketone species provide alternate routes to organic

oxygenates that utilize these species as intermediates.

Thermodynamic and kinetic-mechanistic studies are used in guiding

the design of new metallospecies to improve the thermodynamic and

kinetic factors for individual steps in the overall process. Electronic

and steric effects associated with the ligand arrays along with the

influences of the reaction medium provide the chemical tools for

tuning these factors. Non-macrocyclic ligand complexes that emulate

the favorable thermodynamic features associated with rhodium

macrocycles, but that also manifest improved reaction kinetics are

promising candidates for fttture development.
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RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORT

12/15/92 - 12/14/93

This program is focused on exploring strategies for the
activation of carbon monoxide which can provide pathways for the
reductive hydrogenation of CO at mild conditions. One of the major
objectives is to define the scope of metal complexes capable of
manifesting favorable thermodynamic parameters (M-H, M-C, M-O
bond enthalpies) to produce the metallo intermediates (M-H, M-CHO,

! M-CH2OH, M-C(O)CH2OH) associated with a formyl pathway to CO
hydrogenation. The most thermodynamically challenging portion of
this sequence is the reaction of H2 and CO with a metal complex to
produce a metalloformyl which requires that the M-CHO BDE be
greater than ,-,47 kcal mol "1 and not more than --9 kcal mol-1 smaller
than the M-H BDE. If a metal complex accomplishes production of
the metalloformyl then favorable thermodynamics to form the
subsequent intermediates is virtually assured. Octaethylporphyrinato
rhodium(II) dimer, [(OEP)Rh]2, and related rhodium(II) porphyrins
accomplish many of the desired organometallic reactions including
formation of metalloformyl species from reactions of H2 and CO, CO
reductive coupling and hydrocarbon activation. A primary focus
during the prior budget period has been to explore the range of non-
porphyrinic ligands that can be used with Rh(II) in accomplishing
aspects of CO hydrogenation.

Tetraazaoorohvrins

OEP and OETAP are structurally and thus sterically virtually
identical. Substitution of N for the methine C-H units in OEP reduces

(OEP) (OETAP)

the hole size and lowers the energy of the ligand pi system. These
changes in the macrocycle electronic properties should produce
either or both a decrease in the metal dn electron energy and
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increased d_ to macrocycle delocalization, which is expected to
•produce an increase in M-C relative to the M-H bond dissociation
enthalpies. [(OETAP)Rh]2 has been prepared and a comparative
study with [(OEP)Rh]2 is in progress. An important feature that has
emerged is that the Rh-Rh bond dissiciation energy in [(OETAP)Rh]2
is substantially larger than in [(OEP)Rh]2 and this reduces both the
rate and scope of organometallic reactivity.

The tetraazaporphyrin derivative (TNAP)has large steric
demands that will prohibit Rh-Rh bonding and is one of our current
target molecules for evaluation.

TNAP

$_!¢n (2N20 lig_nds) and 4N Ligands

Prior attempts to study the reactivity of [(Salen)RhI[]2 in
hydrocarbon solution were hampered by the poor solubility of the
complex and the relatively large Rh-Rh bond enthalpy associated
with this complex. In order to circumvent these problems a new
salen derivative ligand with two t-butyl groups attached to each
phenyl ring has been synthesized, 3,5-di-t-butyl-salicylaldimine,
H2(DTBS). Preliminary studies with the Rh II complex indicate that
(DTBS)RhI! is a weakly bonded dimer which manifests several
desirable reactivity features in THF and benzene solvents.

H CH_C_, \ H
t-Bu,, _ .C==N / " N---C" - _

t-flu t-Su

(DI"BS)Kh
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Reactions of [(TDBS)Rh| 2

THF
[(DTBS)Rh]2 + CO _ (DTBS)Rh-C(O)-Rh(DTBS)

[(DTBS)Rh]2 + H2 _ 2(DTBS)Rh-H
[(DTBS)Rh]2 + 3CO + H20 _ 2(DTBS)Rh-CHO + CO2

Formation of metalloketone and metalloformyl complexes are
particularly significant and represent the first non-macroeyclic
complex to accomplish these types of CO reduction and
hydrogenation reactions. (DTBS)Rhll reacts with H2 to form a
hydride (DTBS)Rh-H, but in the presence of H2 and CO in benzene
results in reduction to a RhI dicarbonyl complex, (HDTBS)Rh(CO)2.

The dicarbonyl does not add H2 to give observable quantities of a
dihydride presumably because the CO ligands provide
thermodynamic preference for the lower rhodium oxidation number.
We are currently using a more rigid bridge between the nitrogen
donor sites such that only a monocarbonyl can form. This strategy
for blocking the undesirable reduction process is being tested by
evaluating the Saloph derivative of DTBS.
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Non-macrocyclic ligands containing 4 nitrogen donors have
been designed to incorporate the most desirable features for both

i

t.Bu , ,-

thermodynamic and kinetic factors. The ligands illustrated above
have been prepared and the formation and reactivity of the Rh(Ii)
derivatives will be a focus of interest during the next budget period.
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"Financial Report

The funding level as originally recommended for the period
December 15, 1993 through December 14, 1994 are unchanged and
appropriate for the work to be performed.

It is estimated that no funds will remair_ unexpended or
uncommited at the end of the 12/15/92-12/14/93 budget period.






